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from Kakizaki-san’s talk yesterday



  

Is the 125 GeV Higgs a CP eigenstate ?
h

125
 = cos  ψ

CP
 hCPeven + sin ψ

CP
 ACPodd

pure CP even: ψ
CP 

= 0 [Standard Model]
    odd: ψ

CP 
= π/2 [excluded at LHC]

or some mixture?

Do Higgs couplings conserve CP ?
e.g. coupling to fermions: L ~ g f ( cos ψ

CP
 + i γ5 sin ψ

CP
 ) f H

CP conserving coupling ψ
CP 

= 0   [Standard Model]
  maximally violating ψ

CP 
= π/2

or partially violating ?

Motivation
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h is a spin 0 state:

| f  f > = |↑↓> + e2iψ |↓↑>

[ ψ = 0  CP even,  
π/2  CP odd ]

a CP-odd Higgs 
appears in many 
extensions of 
Higgs sector



  

e-      e+
spin-0

C

CP

h is a spin 0 state:

| f  f > = |↑↓> + e2iψ |↓↑>

[ ψ = 0  CP even,  
π/2  CP odd ]

spin-0 state → 2 fermions



  

The correlation between spins of Higgs decay products
is sensitive to CP state [in particular, the transverse correlation]

why use tau leptons to measure CP in Higgs sector?
- unstable fermion:

distribution of tau decay products → tau spin direction
optimal estimator = “polarimeter vector”

easy to extract for tau+→pi+ nu and tau+→(pi+ pi0 nu) decays
- reasonable 6% branching ratio 
- clean separation of the two fermion decays  

(no colour string as in H→bb)
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distribution of Δφ is sensitive to 
CP mixing angle ψ

CP

tau- 
polarimeter

tau+ 
polarimeter

amplitude of modulation in Δφ varies
from event to event, depending on θ±, 
according to contrast function:



  

In this analysis, we measure ψ
CP 

of the tau pair from Higgs decay
in a model-independent way, 

by measuring the phase of the
Δφ distribution

we don't try to understand which mechanism creates the mixing:
explicitly CP violating coupling, mixed CP mass eigenstate, …
→ requires combination with other measurements,

model assumptions, ...



  

Analysis uses full ILD simulation 
signal and SM backgrounds

standard data reconstruction 
(ilcsoft v01-16-02)

SIGNAL: e+ e- → Z H
Z → electrons, muons, quarks
H → τ+ τ-

τ± → (π± ν) or (π± π0 ν)

SM backgrounds: 
e+ e- → ff H, 4f, 2f

assume 2 ab-1 of 250 GeV data: “H20-staged”
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Z
qq, ee, μμ

τ+

τ-

H



  

to reconstruct tau polarimeter, need 
full reconstruction of tau decay products, 

including the neutrino(s)

in hadronic tau decays (# neutrino = 1), if we know 
the tau production vertex,
the impact parameters of charged tau decay products,
the p

T
 of the tau-tau system,

then the neutrino momenta can be reconstructed:
6 unknowns/event: 

2 x neutrino 3-momenta
6 constraints/event: 

2 x impact parameter defines plane of tau momentum
2 x tau invariant mass
2 from event p

T
 [p

x
, p

y
]   → insensitive to ISR / beamstrahlung

[ + solve two-fold ambiguities from quadratic constraints using tau lifetime,
and, only if necessary, using reconstructed tau-tau mass ]

NIM A810 (2016) 51

arXiv:1507.01700
Full tau reconstruction

vertex detector
tracking
photon reco.
Jet En. Res.

http://arXiv.org/abs/arXiv:1507.01700


  

reconstruct Z → e e, μ μ, jets + 2 x (1-prong tau jets)

simple preselection

some distributions after reconstruction and preselection:



  



  

ability to identify tau decay modes

reconstructing polarimeter vectors: in tau rest frame



  

some distributions after selection



  

group events according to expected sensitivity, based on:

- longitudinal component of polarimeters (contrast function) → intrinsic sensitivity
- tau decay prongs’ d0 measurement significance → reconstruction quality
- output of simple NN [6 inputs] (signal vs. main 4f bgs) → background contamination
- output of simple NN [4 inputs] (signal tau decays vs. others) → tau decay mis-identification

signal p urity

signal vs main 4f background NN
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CP sensitive observable Δφ in different event sensitivity bins

signal  background

phase of signal distributions is sensitive to CP

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE
useless

error bars:
MC statistics



  

estimating measurement sensitivity

unbinned maximum likelihood fit: simultaneously in all sensitivity bins and selection channels
fit a single parameter: the phase of Δφ distribution

perform series of toy pseudo-experiments using
simulated distributions 
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predicted sensitivity on ψ
CP 

under various conditions

sanity check: output = input phase

sensitivity on ψ
CP 

: 
2/ab, all channels: 75 mrad

dominated by events with
hadronic Z decay

perfect reconstruction, selection:
25 mrad sensitivity



  

can also access CP in 
Higgs coupling to ZZ,WW @ ILC

e+

e- H

Z*
Z



  

CP in Higgs coupling to W, Z @ ILC



  

summary

CP effects in Higgs sector are 
important ingredient in EW Baryogenesis

Higgs decay to tau leptons is a nice system in which to study this

demonstrated, using full detector simulation and backgrounds,
that CP mixing in tau-pair from Higgs decays

can be determined to 75 mrad ~ 4.3 deg
using 2 ab-1 of ILC250 data

potential for improved analysis methods 
to significantly improve results [ultimately → 25 mrad]

using only a few tau decay modes
→ can probably increase sensitivity by also using other modes



  

backup



  

International Linear Collider
electron-positron collisions

initial collision energy 250 GeV → Higgs factory
linear design allows relatively simple energy upgrade in the future

longitudinally polarised beams 

Technical Design Report published 2012

undergoing detailed review in MEXT

expect project decision from JP government
in next few few months



  



  

International Large Detector

One of two detector designs being studied for the ILC
dominated by groups from Europe and Japan

Design principles

excellent vertexing: identification of b, c, τ
high precision and lightweight vertex detector

highly efficient and precise charged particle tracking
large TPC in ~3.5 T field

excellent jet energy resolution
make best use of dominant hadronic decays of W, Z, H
highly granular calorimeters



  

ECAL

Time
Projection
Chamber

HCAL

vertex detector
silicon pixels

silicon strips

1.6 →
 1.85m FCAL
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